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Although classified as a children’s novel, Caddie Woodlawn frequently attracts adult
readers, including scholars who commonly analyze both universal and historical themes
embedded in this series of adventures about a pioneer girl. Written by Carol Ryrie Brink in 1935,
Caddie Woodlawn captures historical pioneer life from a pre-teen’s perspective. Caddie
Woodlawn, whom Brink describes as a tomboy in the first sentence of the book (1), prefers
spending time outdoors roughhousing with her brothers over cooking or thumbing through
fashion magazines with her mother and sisters. Mr. Woodlawn claims responsibility for Caddie’s
unfeminine manner since he convinced her mother to allow her to spend more time outside to
build up her health when Caddie was a frail five-year-old. The experiment worked wonderfully,
but to Mrs. Woodlawn’s dismay, Caddie showed no interest in performing the expected women’s
tasks in the home when her health began to thrive. Brink’s novel follows Caddie on various
escapades with her siblings until Caddie agrees to learn how to sew and cook as her mother
desired, though she refuses to give up her tomboyish independence entirely.
Although Caddie is a fictional character, Brink skillfully created her personality based off
a real person, Caroline Watkins. Watkins, Brink’s own grandmother, raised Brink after her
mother committed suicide when Brink was about nine years old (Reed, Carol Ryrie Brink, 10).
Brink’s father had died several years previous from consumption. Watkins “provided the
maternal bond” (10) in Brink’s life, as she retained no memories of her mother showing any
emotional attachment to her. As Brink grew up, Watkins would share stories about her own
childhood, which Brink loved to hear because Watkins’ “life offered a wonderful, peaceful
contrast between the childhood…which Brink immortalized in Caddie Woodlawn…and the quiet
old woman who seldom left the house” (7-8). Watkins’ personality as a grandmother was
remarkably different from her childhood personality in her thrilling stories, and this contrast
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intrigued Brink. Watkins’ adventures as a young girl provided Brink with “a sense of continuity
with the past” (7) and inspired her to retell those stories for others to have the opportunity to
enjoy them and relive a piece of history as well.
Listening to Watkins’ tales convinced Brink to write her own stories as entertainingly and
authentically as possible. Brink notes in her memoirs that her grandmother was quite a storyteller
“who could select the dramatic essentials from humdrum material and make us laugh and sigh
over things that had happened long ago” (Chain of Hands, 32). No matter how typical the
storyline was, Watkins skillfully retold the material with a select amount of animated details
until the story became a fascinating tale that elicited emotional reactions from the children
listening. One trait that Brink appreciated most about her grandmother’s storytelling strategies
was how she reproduced the tales as true to life as possible. Brink notes, “Gram knew how to
make a very good story out of nothing but true facts” (32). When discussing her appreciation of
Watkins’ accuracy, Brink contrasted her grandmother’s storytelling habits with her aunt who
“was a good storyteller too, but she was likely to add fictitious details and embellishments to
such an extent that I never dared repeat her stories for fear someone might call me a liar” (32).
Brink enjoyed her aunt’s storytelling style, but she could not trust her to relate the accounts as
they had factually occurred. Brink’s grandmother, however, purposefully avoided false
embellishments in her storytelling; when Brink wrote Watkins’ stories years later, she realized in
astonishment that she had written history (32). Brink learned the value of historical accuracy
from listening to Watkins’ stories for so many years, and, from a child, she always held her own
stories to a high level of authenticity. Brink’s desire to remain both entertaining and believable
carried over into her writing as she memorialized the story of Caddie Woodlawn.
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When Brink completed this collection of stories, her grandmother was impressed by the
accuracy of the characters, which Brink maintained although she had to compress the events
timeline to form a cohesive book. Following the formula Watkins had inadvertently taught her
growing up, Brink worked to recreate “as accurately as possible the historical setting, including
the small, everyday details” as she described Caddie’s adventures (Reed, Carol Ryrie Brink, 17).
While drafting the novel, Brink remained in close contact with her grandmother to portray the
details as near as possible to Watkins’ memories. Biographer and historian Mary E. Reed
describes Brink’s success as stemming from her “ability to bring the characters alive, select the
small details which illuminate character, and reproduce a natural dialogue that rings true to the
reader’s inner ear” (“Our Idaho Author,” 5). Brink managed to bring both entertainment and
believability into her writing, and after reading the completed novel, her grandmother “remarked
in amazement to her granddaughter: ‘But, Kit, you never knew my father and mother. How could
you draw them just as they were?’” (5). Watkins’ recognition of the characters’ authenticity
demonstrates that Brink accomplished her goal to stay as true to her grandmother’s stories as she
could, although she did have to compress the six years of adventures her grandmother shared
“into one, and some incidents [had to be] altered in the interests of a cohesive book” (5). Brink
did not allow the necessity of compressing the timeline to create a cohesive story to detract from
the historical accuracy of the characters.
Although outside sources cannot personally vouch for the authenticity of the characters as
historical figures, they do support the historical accuracy of the pioneer life presented in the
novel. Literary critic Michelle Abate notes that Caddie Woodlawn “has long been viewed by
critics and largely taught in classrooms as a portrait of frontier settlement life during the Civil
War era” (155). Brink presented the setting as so historically accurate that the novel is worthy of
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being used as teaching material in classrooms to learn about pioneer life. Aside from the setting,
the characters’ actions also remain historically accurate. When dealing with the local Indian
tribes, many white settlers, including Mrs. Woodlawn, called the Indians savages (Brink, Caddie
Woodlawn, 117) and refused to trust them even though “for many years now the whites had lived
at peace with the Indians of western Wisconsin” (119). When critic Katharine Everett Bruner
claimed that such characteristics presented racist stereotypes, discrediting the historical accuracy
of the novel, David Brink, the author’s son, argued that “the actions of the principal protagonists
of the book were heroic and appropriate in light of the actual historical attitudes of the time”
(35). Even though racism was evident among some characters, David Brink asserts that the
characters all acted believably according to historical events. White pioneers generally distrusted
the Indians and often considered them less human. Abate claims that Brink’s purposeful
inclusion of the “many common white stereotypes” of the time period does not detract from the
novel’s historical accuracy, but rather increases its authenticity while also providing a parallel
between Caddie’s uniqueness as a tomboy and the Indians’ difference from the white settlers
around them (144). Abate observes, “In the same way that the tribal peoples of North America
are seen as ‘wild’ and ‘uncivilized,’…so too is Brink’s title character because of her tomboyish
ways” (144). Brink skillfully utilized the racist element both as a historical fact of the time
period to build the novel’s credibility and as a literary device to make a statement about her
protagonist. Brink took as many details into account as possible while drafting the novel until she
produced a historically accurate piece of literature based off her grandmother’s childhood
experience.
Many scholars such as Bruner have ignored the historical accuracy of Caddie Woodlawn
and analyzed the novel according to agendas they believed Brink intended her readers to garner
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from her presentation of her grandmother’s stories. When seeking to answer the question of what
Brink was trying to accomplish by presenting Caddie as a tomboy who gradually accepts a
stereotypical woman’s role by the end of the book, most scholars take a feminist approach to the
text. For example, Dr. Linda Levstik, whose areas of specialty include the study of children’s
literature, argues that the sole purpose of the tomboy in children’s fiction is to represent the New
Woman. Levstik explains that before the nineteenth century, “the most popular heroine in
children’s fiction was a saint. She lived a short, holy life, and died in a scene calculated to
produce tears” (14). Females presented in children’s fiction were not typically described as
strong; rather, the stereotype was a frail and pious homemaker. Into the nineteenth century, new
types of females began to emerge in literature. This New Woman presented a stance against
female stereotypes present within society. Levstik explains that the tomboy entered literature as a
symbol of “an awareness that the traditional sphere was often restrictive and dull” (16). The
tomboy steps out of the demure role expected of a woman and becomes the epitome of health
rather than being “separated from life by illness” (16) like the typical saintly woman in literature.
However, Levstik explains that often a young woman only retains her freedom gained as a
tomboy until she reaches adulthood. Levstik interprets Caddie Woodlawn as an example of “the
idea that growing up for females need not necessarily end freedom” (18). She argues that,
“instead of giving up her freedom, [Caddie] adds to her repertoire of skills” (18). Caddie gained
a freedom apart from the typical sentimental heroine by becoming a tomboy, and Brink provided
a way for her to retain that freedom while also fulfilling female responsibilities when she grew
up. Caddie becomes the tomboy heroine who “declares that she will have it all: career, marriage,
and children” (18-19). To Levstik, Caddie as a tomboy character represented Brink’s personal
stance on feminism and what a New Woman should look like.
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Feminist scholar Caroline Zilboorg agrees with Levstik’s reading, claiming that Brink
intentionally presents Caddie as breaking stereotypes to press a feminist agenda. Zilboorg argues
that Brink purposefully describes Caddie as a young woman who “enjoys the liberation from
female social constriction that traditionally male behavior permits, [but who]…simultaneously
wants to be female in a new way; she wants to become a woman in terms other than those
offered by mid-nineteenth-century standards” (111). Caddie wants the freedom to choose what
kind of woman she becomes instead of remaining stuck in the traditional woman’s role. As a
tomboy, Caddie “does not want to be male” (111), but she wants more freedom than societal
expectations allow her as a young woman and is willing to challenge stereotypical gender roles
to achieve her goals. At the end of the story, Caddie’s father convinces her to accept her role as a
woman, but as an independent woman, not the stereotypical frail woman that he saved her from
becoming by allowing her the freedom to roam outdoors with her brothers as a child. According
to Zilboorg, Caddie depicts Brink’s ideal New Woman, who remains in a feminine role, but not
stuck in the stereotyped options provided by her society.
Angela Hubler, who primarily focuses on women studies in her research, conducted a
study entirely based on young girls’ reactions to Caddie’s gradual shift from a more masculine to
a more feminine role in her family. Hubler notes that the girls she interviewed did not tend to
remember Caddie’s change in the novel. After reading the novel, rather than remembering the
stereotypical idea of a woman’s destiny to be a housewife, the girls note that Caddie “is very
independent. Her father doesn’t approve of what she does very much, but she still does what she
believes in—what she likes” (270). These young female readers specifically remembered that
Caddie refused to blindly conform to society’s (or her parents’) standards; she acted confidently
regardless of how others viewed her. In her guidance of the girls in this study, Hubler completely
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focused on Caddie’s role in society due to her tomboy personality, excluding all other aspects of
the story.
Other scholars use their feminist readings of Caddie’s tomboy personality to explore how
Caddie challenges societal boundaries. Michelle Abate, who supported the historical accuracy of
the novel, uses Caddie’s tomboy personality to argue that Caddie crosses racial lines. According
to Abate, Caddie’s ability “to cross the gender line between masculinity and femininity” (144)
helped her to also cross the racial line between the pioneer settlers and the Indians. Literary
scholar Susan Maher agrees, describing Caddie as a member of first-wave feminism who uses
her challenge of traditional gender boundaries to cross other boundaries throughout the novel.
Caddie crossed a racial boundary by maintaining friendships with the neighboring Indians, and
Maher claims that this relationship was “breaking her mother’s law” (137), just like her tomboy
activities. Therefore, Caddie’s challenge of traditional gender roles is what influenced her to
challenge other boundaries. Abate notes that “the young girl’s resistance to the confines of white
womanhood via her participation in tomboyism causes her to escape the confines of whiteness
and instead be classified as a non-white ‘wild Indian’” (144). By resisting traditional
womanhood, Caddie also manages to resist whiteness, which enables her to cross multiple
boundaries at once. Abate claims that “Caddie’s kinship with American Indian
tribalism…becomes the means by which she paradoxically solidifies her status as an American”
(144). Caddie’s tomboy personality, which Abate dubs “tomboyism,” does more than help her
rebel against traditional gender roles; her rebellion provides her with a vehicle to assert her
American patriotism. Abate’s focus remains on Caddie’s tomboyism as representative of Brink’s
idea of what an American should look like, regardless of race or gender. Similarly, Maher
connects these boundary crossings with a cultural boundary crossing that occurred when
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Caddie’s family had to decide whether to claim their American or British heritage. When the
family unanimously asserted their American citizenship, Maher explains that “Brink celebrates
Caddie’s—her grandmother’s—separation from the family’s English and Bostonian roots” (138).
According to Maher, Caddie’s willingness to both contradict her mother and associate with the
Indians points to their family’s acceptance of frontier land, not the city, as their home. Caddie’s
tomboy personality becomes the lens for understanding all the major decisions present in the
novel.
To each of these scholars, Caddie Woodlawn acts only as a symbol, a tool Carol Ryrie
Brink uses to demonstrate her personal beliefs to her readers. However, these scholars fail to
view Caddie as the historical character Brink created her to be. As an accurate representation of
Caroline Watkins and her childhood adventures, Caddie is a reflection of history and real life,
not just a symbol Brink wishes to use for her own purposes. In failing to view Caddie and her
family as real people, scholars miss what the reader can learn about family relationships from a
study of the characters. Critics exclusively view Caddie’s tomboy personality as a reflection of
Brink’s personal opinions, never asking the question of what Caddie’s preferred gender role
reveals about her as a person, particularly about her sibling relationships and the reason she is
closer to her brothers than she is to her sisters.
By crossing Caddie the nonfictional young Watkins with Caddie the fictional character,
Brink creates a unique text that can be used both for literary critique and for historical study. As
a fictional tomboy character, Caddie does follow the route of typical tomboys, where the girls do
not want to be boys, but rather “chafe at the restrictions of imposed femininity and ‘girly-girl
ways. Spirited and adventuresome, they like to move freely and to be outdoors. They dislike
dresses and feminine adornments, and they are drawn to activities associated with boys” (Thorne
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112). Tomboy characters tend to dislike stereotypical feminine activities and accessories and
prefer to spend their time with male characters, who support their decision in the story. Caddie’s
father and brothers together play the supporting masculine role, where “her father watched her
with a little shine of pride in his eyes, and her brothers accepted her as one of themselves without
a question” (Brink, Caddie Woodlawn, 1). Mr. Woodlawn and the boys encouraged Caddie’s
tomboyish behavior. In contrast, Caddie’s mother and sisters discouraged her conduct, as is
typical of female characters in fiction who fail to understand the tomboy; Brink describes Caddie
as “the despair of her mother and her elder sister, Clara” (1). The more domestic females did not
know what to do with Caddie. In literature, this lack of understanding between female characters
makes the tomboy set “herself apart from others of her gender, becoming an exception to a group
that is otherwise disparaged” (Thorne 113). The tomboy cannot form close relationships with
members of her own gender because the women do not understand each other. However,
sociology professor Barrie Thorne observes that no matter how the authors portray their own
tomboy characters, “the stories always conclude with the girl’s entry into adolescence and young
womanhood” (112-113). Even if the tomboy character appears to be breaking stereotypical
gender roles at the beginning of the book, she is accepting feminine responsibility by the end,
and this “transition also brings reconciliation with other girls and women” (113). The tomboy in
literature gains stronger relationships with the females around her only when she becomes like
them.
While fictional tomboy characters tend to want to retain their femininity, nonfictional
tomboys are typically characterized by a gender identity crisis; therefore, Caddie Woodlawn
does not qualify as a tomboy according to this definition. Researchers Michael Bailey, Kathleen
Bechtold, and Sheri Berenbaum establish three criteria for their understanding of which types of
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girls would fall under a tomboy category. These researchers concluded as one criterion that
tomboys possess a degree of discomfort with their own gender and want to be considered part of
the opposite gender (334). Regarding their study of young girls whom their parents described as
tomboys, Bailey, et. al explain, “The distribution of the affective component is continuous,
ranging from normal comfort with and unquestioned acceptance of assigned sex to extreme
discomfort and rejection” (334). Some girls are completely comfortable with their gender, but at
the extreme, other girls—whom Bailey, et. al officially classify as tomboys—would rather be
boys. Caddie appears to support the criterion Bailey, et. al set forth when she wished in school
one day “more than ever that she had been a boy” (107). Looking further into the context,
however, evidences Caddie’s true desire: “Perhaps she could have grown up to be a president
then, but now she would have to leave that to Tom or Warren” (107). Caddie was not
uncomfortable with her gender; she merely desired the opportunity to fulfill a traditionally
masculine role if that was her career aspiration. Because she was born a female, society would
never allow her to pursue activities or careers delineated to men. Caddie most certainly does not
want to be a boy; in fact, she does not even see herself as masculinized as her mother and sisters
do. When Clara casually remarks that Caddie is too much of a tomboy to ever master the art of
wearing hoop skirts, Caddie outwardly agrees; but inwardly, she adds, “I’m not really so much of
a tomboy as they think. Perhaps I shall wear hoops some day, but only when I get good and
ready” (Brink, Caddie Woodlawn, 224). Caddie did like to participate in activities with her
brothers and really was not interested in fashion and hoops at the time, but she was not opposed
to the idea of dressing up like a lady. Just because she was not willing to be more ladylike at
eleven years old did not mean that she would never want to behave like a lady one day when she
decided for herself.
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Nonfictional tomboys gravitate toward masculine activities because of their desire to be
male, but Caddie enjoyed such activities because they were spent with her brothers. Bailey, et. al
claim as a second criterion of their classification of tomboys that, due to their gender identity
crisis, “tomboys should be highly interested in sports and boys’ toys, and they should lack
interest in stereotypically female play activities” (133). Tomboys should prefer masculine
activities over stereotypically feminine occupations, and psychologist Michele van Volkom
agrees with this criterion. She describes tomboys partly as “[young girls who] favor traditionally
masculine toys over traditionally feminine toys” (609). Part of enjoying stereotypically
masculine activities is preferring to play with traditionally male objects rather than more “girly”
objects such as dolls. At first glance, Caddie fits this criterion because she does not willingly
participate in anything her mother and sisters do, such as cooking and sewing. Instead, she would
rather be outside, plowing or playing with her brothers. However, Caddie enjoyed these
activities, not because of a gender identity crisis, but because she enjoyed spending time with her
brothers. Brink explains in the first sentence of the novel that Caddie was “as wild a little tomboy
as ever ran the woods of western Wisconsin” (Caddie Woodlawn, 1). Although she ran wild in
the woods as more typical of a male than a female, her adventures were not spent alone; with her
two brothers, “they got in and out of more scrapes and adventures than any one of them could
have imagined alone” (1). Caddie was not acting as a tomboy because she wanted a masculine
identity; most of the fun was that she was sharing crazy adventures with her brothers.
While a nonfictional tomboy seeks male companionship, Caddie only evidences such a
preference within her home. In their study, Bailey, et. al list as a third criterion that “tomboys
should be more likely than other girls to prefer associating with boys” (334). According to these
researchers, the real-life tomboy has a greater tendency than other girls to enjoy spending time
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with boys. Van Volkom seconds this characteristic, claiming that tomboys “prefer playing with
boys” (609). Again, at first glance, Caddie would seem to meet this criterion; however, on closer
inspection, the reader can see that Caddie does not enjoy spending time with boys in general, just
her brothers. Brink introduced Caddie and her brothers as an item: “Tom, who was two years
older, and Warren, who was two years younger than Caddie, needed Caddie to link them together
into an inseparable trio” (Caddie Woodlawn, 1). While she was at home, Caddie was inseparably
linked to her brothers in their activities. Her sisters were part of her life, but she preferred her
brother time over her sister time. Hetty, Clara, and Mrs. Woodlawn were all grouped separately
from Caddie and her brothers. Brink describes Caddie’s seven-year-old sister, Hetty, as
belonging “on the dark-haired side of the family where Mother and Clara and all the safe and
tidy virtues were” (3). This depiction of Hetty demonstrates the gendered line separating the
boys and the tomboy from the women of the house. In contrast to these relationships at home,
Caddie does not seek out male companionship outside her family. When she goes to school, she
immediately gravitates toward her three closest friends aside from her brothers, all females.
Brink describes Maggie Bunn, Lida Silbernagle, Jane Flusher, and Caddie Woodlawn as “the
four inseparables while school kept” (63). Caddie seeks out female friends while she is around
other children her own age during schooltime. While school is out of session, Caddie remains
close to her brothers, but not to other boys outside her immediate family.
According to this analysis of the criteria with respect to the text, the nonfictional Caddie
Woodlawn (Caroline Watkins) is not technically a tomboy, though she is a fictional tomboy,
labeled as such by Brink and used for literary purposes. If the nonfictional side of Caddie is not a
girl uncomfortable with her gender and wanting to be a boy, then she had an alternate reason for
enjoying spending time in activity with her brothers. Her relationship with them was stronger
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than her relationship with her sisters, so she naturally gravitated toward their activities over the
activities her sisters enjoyed. Which came first: her relationship with her brothers or her
enjoyment of the stereotypical masculine activities? From studying Caddie as a real-life
character, does Caddie possess a stronger bond with her brothers than she does with her sisters
because of her tomboy personality, or did her tomboyism develop as a result of her already
existing relationships?
In multiple studies, researchers have found male siblings to have a stronger influence on
sisters than female siblings have on brothers, especially if the brother is older than the sister.
Psychologist Michele van Volkom mentions that “early research suggested that girls are more
likely to be influenced by a sibling than boys are” (610). When siblings of opposite genders
spend time together, the sister is more likely to pick up on the brother’s characteristics than vice
versa. When trying to determine why girls typically acted like their brothers, researchers
concluded that “girls may have sought to adopt behaviors exhibited by their male siblings in an
effort to improve their status because masculine traits are valued more in society” (610). Where
male traits are treated as the stronger and more valued traits in society (or, on a smaller scale, in
the home), girls may seek to follow their brothers’ actions due to their desire to receive the same
treatment. More recent research suggested that birth order may have more influence on sibling
relationships than whether one sibling is a male. In various studies, researchers observed that
“the younger sibling assumes the role of the learner and follows the example of the older brother
or sister” (610). Often in sibling relationships, the older sibling steps into the role of the leader
and the younger sibling subsequently becomes the follower; thus, the older sibling tends to have
more influence over the younger siblings regardless of whether one of the siblings is a male.
However, following this assumption, “young girls’ observations of their brothers’ masculine
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behaviors may lead to an increased likelihood that the girls adopt similar behaviors” (610). When
a girl has an older brother, she is more likely to follow his masculine behaviors not only because
the male influence tends to be stronger, but also because she is acting in her natural role of
learner.
Although Caddie was extremely stubborn, Tom as the older child had an influence on her
that she did not hold over him: he was undeniably the leader of the trio. Based on van Volkom’s
conclusions, Tom had a great influence on Caddie’s actions and personality. Brink describes
Tom as “the lofty one” (Brink, Caddie Woodlawn, 10) and as believing he possessed “superior
intelligence” (5). Tom had complete self-confidence, and his younger siblings respected and
returned that confidence. When the children waded across the river to visit the neighboring
Indian camp, none of them knew how to swim, but “the two had every confidence in Tom, and
Tom had not the slightest reason to doubt himself” (5). Tom was just tall enough that he could
hold his chin above water while he waded across. As he waded forward in the lead, “Caddie
came next, clutching Tom’s shoulder with one hand…Warren clung to Caddie’s shoulder in the
same manner” (5). Both younger siblings trusted Tom implicitly to lead them and keep them
safe. Later in the novel, the trio went berry picking at Chimney Bluffs, “a high rocky place
overlooking the river” (211) that they knew rattlesnakes inhabited in the summertime. On this
occasion, too, “Tom went ahead with a forked stick and the other two followed him, Indian file”
(211). In danger or adventure, Tom naturally stepped in as the leader of the group to guide and
protect his younger siblings, and Caddie, along with Warren, just as naturally followed him.
Caddie’s particularly close relationship with Tom is evidenced in the book around Valentine’s
Day, when Caddie discovered that Tom was “sprouting potatoes” at the general store for the
“most beautiful Valentine she had ever seen…It was all paper lace and roses and violets” (100).
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Caddie left the store wondering if Tom meant to give the Valentine to her or to some other girl:
“Yet who was a better friend to Tom than she? No one, surely” (100). She considered herself
Tom’s best friend, so the idea that Tom would consider giving the Valentine to somebody else
seemed completely absurd. However, she spotted the envelope on another girl’s desk after recess
on Valentine’s Day. Caddie walked home, jealous and confused, thinking to herself, “I do
everything with Tom. I’m much more fun than Katie. Why, she’s afraid of horses and snakes and
she wouldn’t cross the river for worlds. I don’t believe she’s spoken three words to Tom in her
life” (105). Caddie had a close enough relationship with Tom that she was surprised by the idea
that he could be interested in spending time with anybody besides her. Spending time with him
was a major part of Caddie’s life, so he had plenty of time to influence her with his own
masculine preferences.
Studies of sibling relationships have shown that the genders of siblings influence how
they interact and build relationship with each other. For example, in a study conducted by
researchers Naomi White and Claire Hughes, “girls typically reported talking as an important
means of establishing and maintaining closeness with their sisters” (39). According to this
research, the typical cause of the formation of sisters’ close bonds was conversation, sharing
about themselves. White and Hughes add that, “since sisters emphasised [sic] talk as a means of
connection, sister-sister relationships” are more likely to remain strong throughout their lives
because they can maintain that relationship without being physically together (4). In contrast,
White and Hughes described “shared activities” as the main cause of bonding in brother-brother
relationships (39). According to their study, brothers’ bonding occurs over the things they
physically do together, not the words they say to each other like sisters. Parallel to van Volkom’s
findings about brothers being more likely to influence sisters, White and Hughes point out a
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similar base for the bond between siblings of opposite genders. They note that “in brother-sister
dyads children typically emphasised [sic] shared activities as a core aspect of their relationship,
suggesting the presence of gendered power relations” (39). This research showed that brothers
and sisters are often close to each other because they bond over shared activities, just like
brother-brother pairings. White and Hughes connect their observation to the possibility that,
when there are mixed genders in a sibling pairing, the male is the dominant one. Brother-sister
pairs are more likely to maintain their relationships through participation in the typical masculine
shared activities rather than the feminine shared conversations.
Caddie, Tom, and Warren’s relationship is entirely based on the activities they do
together, not on conversations typical of sister relationships, demonstrating that the brothers had
a greater impact on the relationship than Caddie did as a female. Besides the various adventures
they had together, they also worked as a team on chores. In the fall, the trio would go out berry
picking, having a jolly time together and making an adventure out of their assignment despite the
fact that the job was a required chore. Because of their shared activities, “Tom, Caddie and
Warren were the fieldworkers of the family…three jolly comrades in search of adventure, in
sunshine or frosty weather” (Brink, Caddie Woodlawn, 53). As long as the siblings were doing
an activity together, they were having fun. On the other hand, their sisters mainly stayed inside
doing housework while Caddie and the boys scrounged outside for their winter supplies. When
given the choice between chores, “Clara and Hetty preferred to stay at home and help Mother
with the sewing or quilting or jelly-making” (53). Since these chores never interested Caddie, she
never regretted the time she missed spending with her sisters. Another chore the trio enjoyed
together as an adventure was plowing the fields. Mrs. Woodlawn had complained that the
siblings were playing around too much without getting work done, so Mr. Woodlawn sent them
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out to plow together. The trio immediately got excited: “’All by ourselves? Without Robert?
That’ll be bully! We can go to Chimney Bluffs some other day,’ cried the three adventurers, and
away they dashed for Betsy [the horse] and the plow” (190). They turned a chore as hard as
plowing into a shared learning experience that excited them to do together. Even when they got
tired of one activity, as after they had plowed several furrows, they used their imaginations to
start a new activity. While one of them plowed, the other two told exciting tales. The stories Tom
told “were full of wild and bloody action” (191), which gave the siblings the opportunity for
adventure even while they were sitting in the shade resting from their work. Their imaginations
never stopped them from having fun together even when they were tired; they just thought of a
new creative way to have an adventure with their assigned tasks.
Although Caddie spent most of her time with her brothers and did not have a close bond
with any of her sisters, the closest moments she shares with her sisters occur over conversation
(as White and Hughes predict), not while they are participating in an activity. After Mr.
Woodlawn shared the story of his English heritage with the family one night, Caddie and Clara
climbed the stairs together as they headed up to bed, whispering on the way. “Clara’s slender
shoulders were lifted with a new pride and her dark eyes shone” as she talked in wonder about
their father’s revelation, that he had been born into a noble family who owned peacocks that
strutted freely about on the front lawn of their mansion (Brink, Caddie Woodlawn, 97). Caddie
was also awe-struck, but then she scowled because “she was seeing the peacocks through a great,
barred gate, with a funny little boy in a sailor suit and a wide-brimmed hat, whose wistful eyes
looked sadly out between his odd tufts of red hair” (97). Mr. Woodlawn’s unexpected
announcement gave each of the sisters something to think about and provided a bonding moment
for them, however brief, and in spite of the fact that the story made Clara happy while it made
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Caddie angry. No matter what their personal feelings were in response to the story, this scene
was still the closest moment the sisters shared over the course of the novel, and it occurred over a
mutually whispered conversation. Caddie had a similar bonding experience with Hetty later in
the book. Hetty followed Caddie up to where she was sitting by herself at Mary’s grave, just
thinking. Hetty mentioned, “It’s kind of nice to be just us two alone, too, isn’t it? Without the
boys. But I guess it’s more fun for you with the boys” (206). Caddie admits to Hetty that
sometimes she gets tired of being with the boys all the time and she sometimes liked to just be
alone. Hetty wistfully remarks, “Maybe you’d ruther I hadn’t come,” to which Caddie
immediately replies, “I think it’s nicer since you came, Hetty. I really do” (208). That short
snippet of shared conversation showed a portion of each sister that neither had seen before, and
that created a closer bond between them that remained minorly evident throughout the rest of the
book. As with Clara, Hetty and Caddie did not speak many words, but this moment was
nevertheless the closest shared experience Brink related between them in the novel.
Since mothers often play a critical role in whether their daughters have weak or strong
relationships with each other, Mrs. Woodlawn’s lack of positive influence with Caddie regarding
Hetty and Clara likely contributed to the sisters’ poor relationship. Psychologist Brenda Hunter
spends time in her book, In the Company of Women, exploring the causes of weak sister
relationships. Hunter notes, “I have come to believe that the mother is key in the formation of the
sister bond” (102). Hunter explains how various women she interviewed pointed to their mothers
as the reason why they had close relationships with their sisters. Their mothers intentionally
intervened when they spotted potential conflict and explained to their daughters how and why
that conflict should be resolved. A mother has an important role in “teaching her children to be
close” (102). Hunter observes that when sister bonds are not always as close as outsiders would
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expect them to be, this failure could have resulted because the mother was not involved enough
when the sisters were ready to quarrel. Caddie did not have a negative relationship with her
mother, but she also never had much opportunity where her mother would have needed to
intervene when she was fighting with her sisters; Caddie simply did not spend a large amount of
time with her sisters. For most of the book, Caddie’s mother stayed in the background—stepping
forward to feed, scold, show love, etc.—until Caddie made what her mother deemed a major
mistake. When the Woodlawns’ cousin, Annabelle, came from Boston to visit them, Caddie and
her two brothers delighted in playing tricks on her; their masterpiece “was Caddie slipping an
egg down the back of Annabelle’s blouse, just as Annabelle was starting to turn a somersault”
(238). Annabelle reacted splendidly, sobbing that she could not stand the “squishy” feeling
(238). She had remained tolerant amid her cousins’ other jokes, but the egg prank caused her to
lose her patience. When Mrs. Woodlawn heard what the siblings had done, she was furious with
Caddie. Tom tried to claim responsibility, but Mrs. Woodlawn declared, “I cannot blame you so
much. But that a daughter of mine should so far forget herself in her hospitality to a guest—that
she should be such a hoyden as to neglect her proper duties as a lady! Shame to her! Shame!”
(240). Although Mrs. Woodlawn allowed Caddie to run wild with the boys, she held her
daughter to higher standards than her sons because she was expected to be a lady despite her
tomboy lifestyle. This punishment is the only completely negative interaction portrayed between
Caddie and her mother (although her mother frequently sighs and shakes her head at Caddie,
neither one is truly angry until this incident). Mrs. Woodlawn was giving Caddie a punishment
for not acting like her sisters, which only prompted Caddie to rebel, not to try to emulate their
ladylike ways. Mrs. Woodlawn’s reaction to Caddie’s misbehavior with Annabelle caused an
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underlying atmosphere of competitiveness for Caddie to be as unlike her prim and proper sisters
as possible.
Mr. Woodlawn had a more direct influence on Caddie than her mother did, convincing
her to stop being such a tomboy when her mother could not. Caddie greatly loved and respected
her father, trusting him implicitly. One night when the circuit rider visited their home, he and the
Woodlawns discussed the Indian trouble related to the current war between the states. Mr.
Woodlawn offered his opinion that God created everybody equal and the settlers should reflect
that equality in their treatment of the Indians. Caddie did not understand everything he was
saying, but “she only knew that whatever Father said was true, and that she loved him better than
anybody else on earth. She was glad that her hair was rough and red like his” (Brink, Caddie
Woodlawn, 26). Caddie trusted her father so much that she was willing to support his opinions
even when the topics confused her. She wanted to be like him and loved that she had inherited
his hair and not her mother’s as a visual representation of their similarity. Her love and respect
for Mr. Woodlawn increased when the settlers were gathered at the Woodlawns’ house for
safety, fearing an Indian massacre. While the neighbors were panicking, Caddie’s father spoke
with the voice of calm and reason, entreating the scared frontiersmen not to act too hastily.
Caddie heard his voice and her “heart felt warm and secure when she heard him speak” (122).
Caddie’s father made Caddie feel safe, and she trusted his opinions. That fateful day at the end of
the novel when Mrs. Woodlawn punished Caddie for failing to be a proper hostess, it was not
Mrs. Woodlawn’s lecture, but Mr. Woodlawn’s appeal that convinced Caddie to choose to be
more of a woman than a tomboy. Mr. Woodlawn tells her, “I don’t want you to be the silly,
affected person with fine clothes and manners whom folks sometimes call a lady” (244). Mr.
Woodlawn did not support this description of Mrs. Woodlawn’s ideal of a lady, what Caddie did
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not like and did not wish to become. Caddie’s father instead wanted her “to be a woman with a
wise and understanding heart, healthy in body and honest in mind” (244). Mr. Woodlawn’s ideal
of a woman appealed to Caddie and she acknowledged by hugging her father that she was ready
to make that change based on his suggestion. Mr. Woodlawn adds, “I was the one who urged
Mother to let you run wild, because I thought it was the finest way to make a splendid woman of
you. And I still believe that, Caddie” (245). Caddie’s father did not believe that the way to make
a lady was to keep her inside doing housework and delicate tasks; rather, he wanted Caddie to
grow up playing in the wilderness so that she could become a strong and wise woman. Caddie’s
strong relationship with her father gave him the opportunity to influence her toward becoming
what he believed a lady should look like.
Mr. Woodlawn’s influence on Caddie likely contributed to Caddie’s disdain for spending
time with her mother and sisters. In contrast to Mrs. Woodlawn’s distantly negative influence
regarding any of Caddie’s sibling relationships, Caddie’s father positively influenced her
relationship with her brothers by encouraging her to spend time with them in the first place.
When Caddie’s family had first moved to Wisconsin from Boston, her younger sister, Mary, had
died, so Mr. Woodlawn “had begged his wife to let him try an experiment with Caddie,” who
was just as frail as Mary had been (Brink, Caddie Woodlawn, 15). Mr. Woodlawn asked his wife
“to let Caddie run wild with the boys. Don’t keep her in the house learning to be a lady. I would
rather see her learn to plow than make samplers, if she can get her health by doing so” (15).
Caddie was only five years old at the time, so she had little understanding of what it meant to
grow up as a “lady” or as a “tomboy.” Following her father’s allowances, “for seven years,
Caddie had run the woods with Tom and Warren. She was no longer pale or delicate. She was
brown and strong” (15). Mr. Woodlawn’s experiment with Caddie worked to make her healthy
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and prevent her from following Mary’s precedent. Although “her mother and sisters looked at
her and sighed,…Father smiled and knew that he had been a good doctor” (16). In their
observations of how unladylike she was, Caddie’s mother and sisters forgot what an excellent
remedy Caddie’s running wild had been for her, but Mr. Woodlawn never forgot. As a result of
his experiment, Caddie not only became healthy and strong, but she also spent much more time
with her brothers than she did with her sisters, which eliminated the opportunity for her to bond
with them.
Creating a personality directly opposite the personality of a disliked sibling is another
cause for distant sibling relationships. In her book on strengthening sibling relationships, Patti
McDermott explores how lopsided parental labeling can cause siblings to have poor
relationships. When parents label their children according to what they see in them, their children
can no longer discover themselves; unless they break free of the label, they will forever view
themselves as needing to fit under that label. Parents may label their children without realizing
what an impact that label will have on them because they forget “how hungry children are to
discover who they are. Children take in what their parents say about them and about their
brothers and sisters” (63). Children listen more than their parents realize, and they take their
parents’ words to heart, whether the words are good or bad, true or false. Sibling relationships
start falling apart when children hear what their parents think of them and then hear that same
term (or an opposite term) used in relation to their siblings. When children hear their parents
label a sibling, they may decide immediately not to be like that sibling at all costs. McDermott
notes, “In the extreme, lopsided parental labeling may cause a child to create an entire identity in
opposition to a brother or sister” (63). When one sibling is given a negative label, the other
children may seek to develop their own personalities in a positive light so that they do not have
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the same negative connotation associated with themselves as their siblings do. Sometimes the
poor sibling relationships develop because one child is given a more positive label than the other,
leaving the other siblings feeling inferior and not wanting to spend any time with their favored
sibling. To some parents, “a child’s successes mirror their own self-worth” (64), so if one child is
very talented or successful in a field, the parents are likely to be overly proud of that child.
Sometimes their pride leaves the less successful children feeling left out. These parents also
somewhat idolize their children, setting them apart from their siblings as someone unique and
special, which leaves the other children feeling inferior. McDermott adds, “These parental
responses to special children often leave the other children in the family feeling angry or
envious” (64). Creating conflict among siblings by demonstrating favoritism, whether
purposefully or accidentally, in terms of how children look or act does not encourage positive
growth in their relationships.
Caddie’s mother, albeit unknowingly, may have caused Caddie to develop a personality
opposite her sisters by her praise or scolding of specific behaviors. Most of Mrs. Woodlawn’s
references to Caddie’s behavior are negative, while her references to Clara remain consistently
positive. After Caddie turned twelve, her mother decided that she was quite old enough to learn
how to act like a young lady. Mrs. Woodlawn began listing off everything “ladylike” she could
do when she was Caddie’s age: “I could make bread and jelly and six kinds of cakes, including
plum, not to mention all the samplers I had stitched…And what does Caddie know how to do?”
(Brink, Caddie Woodlawn, 110). With a twinkle in her eye, Caddie responded that she could
plow. “’Plow!’ exclaimed Mrs. Woodlawn, rolling her eyes and holding up her hands. ‘Yes, my
daughter knows how to plow!’” Mrs. Woodlawn was not angry with Caddie, but she still did not
approve of Caddie’s choice in chores and activities. One day while Caddie was out ice skating
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with her brothers, Warren dared her to see how far she could skate out onto the thin black ice.
Caddie foolishly accepted the challenge and consequently cracked the ice, falling into the frigid
water (73). When she returned home where she remained in bed with a bad cold for several days,
Mrs. Woodlawn “shook her head in despair” and asked Caddie, “Why can’t you behave like a
young lady?...You’ll be the death of me if not of yourself! Only a few weeks ago you were
fighting with that awful Obediah Jones…If it isn’t one thing, it’s another!” (74, 76). Caddie was
behaving in the masculine way she had all her life, taking dares and fighting with boys to defend
her friends in school. However, her mother never considered her actions a good thing and sighed
in defeat, “It seems to be in your nature” (76). Although Mrs. Woodlawn never outright tells
Caddie that she should be more like her sister, Clara is the epitome of the “lady” Mrs. Woodlawn
keeps telling Caddie she needs to become. Almost every time Brink mentions Clara in the story,
the older girl is doing something “ladylike” with her mother, whether “sewing carpet rags” (77),
capably working in the kitchen (120), or talking about the latest Boston fashion (223). As
previously noted, Clara preferred indoor tasks helping Mrs. Woodlawn while Caddie gravitated
toward outside chores with the boys (53). Clara was “that hateful thing which Mother was
always talking about—a lady. A lady with fine airs and mincing walk who was afraid to go out
into the sun without a hat or a sunshade! A lady, who made samplers and wore stays and was
falsely polite no matter how she felt!” (242). Caddie hated the very idea of becoming a lady
precisely because that was all her mother wanted her to be. There was no reason for Caddie to
want to change her tomboyish ways because the only other option was to allow herself to be
conformed to the mold of a person she despised from her mother’s constant pressure and
disapproval. Caddie viewed Clara as the praised example of the hated idea of a lady and
naturally would not enjoy spending time with her. Clara represented the opposite of everything
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Caddie was and wanted to be, so anything Clara did was a direct illustration of something that
Caddie would not want to do. Although there was no evident rivalry between the sisters, there
was no space for a close relationship under these circumstances.
A lesser evident reason for sisters to have a weak relationship is if they claim separate
cultural identities, as explored by literary scholar Eva Rueschmann. Rueschmann focuses on the
race differences between the sisters in Jessie Fauset’s novel, Plum Bun, where the author uses
“the sister bond to problematize the individual’s relationship to the black community” (120). In
this novel, a character named Angela wanted to fit in with her community so badly that she not
only “cut her ties to the past” (123), but also cut off her relationship with her sister. Their choices
in cultural differences forced them apart. Rueschmann describes how Angela refused to see
herself as a black woman, while her sister, Virginia, happily accepted their cultural heritage.
Angela refused “to acknowledge the historical implications of her action” and tried to fashion a
new identity for herself (124). Angela turned her back on her heritage without considering what
negative repercussions this decision might have on her future or her relationship with people
from her past. The two sisters had chosen different cultural paths, and this difference in cultures
destroyed their relationship. Rueschmann observes that Angela and Virginia could not become
close as sisters again until Angela reconciled herself with her true cultural identity. Angela
publicly acknowledged her race, implying “a reparation of her severed relationship with her
sister and a return to the black community” (126). The two sisters healed their relationship when
they claimed the same cultural heritage. This literary relationship exemplifies how siblings’ reallife relationships will be stronger if the siblings are not split between different cultural
sympathies.
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In much the same way as the sisters in Plum Bun, Caddie claims her cultural heritage as a
pioneer, an American citizen, while Clara identifies as a Bostonian and an English subject. When
the circuit rider visited, he and Mrs. Woodlawn reminisced about their shared experiences living
in Boston, describing how much they missed the city. While they spoke, “the children, all except
Clara, who remembered and loved Boston, listened with wide eyes of astonishment. How could
anyone prefer Boston to this enchanting place of adventure, of lake and river, prairie and forest?”
(Brink, Caddie Woodlawn, 20). Clara remembered life in Boston and had never appreciated the
frontier, even while all the other children could not understand why anybody would want to live
in the city over the free and open country. When the Woodlawns picked up Cousin Annabelle
from the steamboat dock, Caddie was disinterested in Annabelle’s conversation about Boston
with her parents in the front of the wagon, but “Clara leaned forward to catch what they were
saying and sometimes put in a word of her own” (225). Clara’s obsession with Boston is evident
in her interest with anything Annabelle has to share about her cultured life there. The difference
between the sisters’ chosen cultural preferences is most clearly seen toward the end of the novel
when the family voted between retaining or renouncing their American citizenship to accept the
inheritance Mr. Woodlawn had been offered in England. As Mr. Woodlawn explained to his
children, “The title and estates in England come to me only if I will give up my American
citizenship and all my American connections and return to England to live” (255). While Caddie
and Tom were asking questions about what they would have to leave behind if they accepted
their inheritance, Clara responded, “If!...how can you say an if to such a splendid thing!” (256).
Clara never thought twice about whether the Woodlawns should renounce their American
citizenship; in fact, she was the only member of the family to vote that they go to England (269).
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Following Rueschmann’s observations, the clashing of Clara’s and Caddie’s opposite cultural
choices prevented them from forming a close relationship.
With these numerous factors influencing Caddie away from her sisters, she naturally
gravitated toward her brothers, creating a relationship that was based on their affection for each
other, not solely on the stereotypically masculine activities they did together. During the time the
settlers were terrified that the Indians were preparing to massacre them, a group of white men
decided to attack the Indians first. Caddie trusted the Indians and set out to warn them. When she
decided to go, she wished, “Oh, for Tom and Warren now! But they were gone with the men for
supplies. Oh, for Father, who was always so wise and brave!” (Brink, Caddie Woodlawn, 128).
Caddie missed her supporting comrades when they were helping elsewhere; but this time, she did
not miss her brothers because she wanted to go on an adventure with them, but because she
needed their support in this real crisis. Her mother and sisters would be no help because “they
would only cry out in alarm and forbid her to go” (128). The females in Caddie’s family would
neither help nor encourage her in what she felt she needed to do; she had to venture to the Indian
camp alone, although she wished with all her heart that she could have her brothers—her closest
friends—with her on her quest. Caddie’s brothers did not stop being her friends after her father
convinced her to step into a more womanly role. Instead, they joined her the day she asked Clara
and Annabelle to teach her how to sew a quilt. Although she had never willingly participated in
women’s chores before, Caddie was not scornful of the job and worked at the pattern until “by
noon she was quite as good as Clara or Annabelle and so pleased with herself that she thought
quilting one of the greatest sports in the world” (249). She showed off her newly acquired skill to
Tom and Warren, and they immediately grabbed needles, declaring that they could sew as well
as the girls. Before Clara or Annabelle knew what was happening, “the three erstwhile
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adventurers were making riotous scrolls and roses all over [the quilt]” (249). The boys did not
care what activity or chore Caddie was doing; they just enjoyed spending time with her as their
friend, so they thoughtlessly jumped into her more feminine tasks. Brink writes, “So it turned out
that, when Caddie began to learn to be a housewife, the boys became housewives, too…the three
of them had had their fun together for so long that it was hard to break the habit” (251). Caddie
did not lose her brothers when she chose to perform a woman’s role; their relationship was so
founded on each other as individuals that the boys followed her and chose to spend time with her
regardless of what they were doing.
Caddie’s tomboy personality developed because of her close relationship with her
brothers. She did not choose to run wild outside rather than stay inside sewing or cooking; her
father suggested that idea, and she enjoyed those activities because she was enjoying time spent
with her brothers. As a toddler, Caddie did not have a tomboy personality that influenced her to
want to participate in the activities her brothers enjoyed. Instead, Caddie became what Brink and
many literary scholars describe as a “tomboy” because she was participating in and enjoying
those activities that her brothers did. The siblings all enjoyed spending time with each other, and
they gravitated toward the boys’ choice of more masculine activities as their preferred means of
bonding. If their relationship had been built on Caddie’s tomboy preferences entirely, it would
have fallen apart as soon as Caddie began taking on women’s household tasks. Instead, the boys
unashamedly shadowed her, and they continued their adventures—inside. Obviously, something
else was holding their relationship together besides being rambunctious and “boy-like.” Neither
of Caddie’s sisters would ever have followed her out to play, participating in unladylike
activities. Hetty, still teetering between childish curiosity and the desire to be a lady, almost
joined the adventurers at the very beginning of the book when she considered following Caddie
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and the boys across the river (Brink, Caddie Woodlawn, 3). However, Hetty quickly changed her
mind and ran back to the house. Clara, whom Mrs. Woodlawn had molded into a respectable
woman, would never have even considered such an unladylike action as wading across a river.
The boys had a unique relationship with Caddie, where they were willing to spend time with her
regardless of what they were doing whereas her relationship with the other girls in the family
was such that they would never venture into unfamiliar territory just because they wanted to
spend time together.
Caddie and her brothers based their relationship on a genuine affection for each other, not
on the activities they chose to pursue together. When considering topics such as sibling
relationships, the “nature vs. nurture” debate arises, where psychologists speculate whether
individuals are shaped by their environment (nurture) or if they will be the same person no
matter what happens to them (nature). In Caddie’s case, she did appear to be shaped by her
environment because she developed tomboy characteristics by spending time with the brothers
she loved. However, her mother pointed out that her adventurous streak seemed to be in her
nature (Brink, Caddie Woodlawn, 76). The question therefore emerges: if Caddie’s father had not
prompted her to run wild with the boys, would she have grown up as prim, proper, and ladylike
as Clara and Mrs. Woodlawn? Similarly, if Clara had been the one on whom Mr. Woodlawn
chose to try his experiment, would she have turned out as well-rounded, adventurous, and
tomboyish as Caddie? There can be no definite answers to these speculations. However, Brink’s
depiction of her grandmother’s childhood adventures shows how genuine relationships in real
life will remain firm regardless of changing circumstances. Caddie and her brothers showed no
partiality for what they did together as long as they were doing it together. In contrast, Caddie
and her sisters had no close relationship and therefore no desire to spend intentional time
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together, so they naturally made little effort to participate in shared activities or concerns. When
siblings—or any individuals—make the effort to form close relationships based on their affection
for each other rather than on their enjoyment of a certain type of activity with another person,
they have formed a friendship that may last them the rest of their lives, regardless of what
situations or adventures they may share in the future.
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